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Abstract 

Two-factor user authentication is an important research issue for providing security and 

privacy in hierarchical wireless sensor networks (HWSNs). In 2012, Das, Sharma, Chatterjee 

and Sing proposed a dynamic password-based user authentication scheme for HWSNs. In this 

paper, we show weaknesses of Das et al.'s scheme such as failing to prevent user clone and 

disclosing of base station's secret key. Therefore, we suggest a simple countermeasure to 

prevent proposed attacks while the merits of Das, et al.'s authentication scheme are left 

unchanged. 

 
Keywords: Cryptanalysis, hash function, hierarchical wireless sensor networks, passwords 
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1. Introduction 

For hierarchical wireless sensor networks (shown in Figure 1), there are three kinds 

of participants, namely: base station (BS), cluster heads (CH) and sensor nodes. 

Typically, sensor nodes have limited power, computation and communication 

capabilities and they are randomly deployed in their corresponding cluster heads. The 

basic function of a cluster head is to gather sense data for authorized users and it is 

more resource rich than normal sensor nodes. To prevent abusively, a user should be 

authenticated by the base station. Moreover, malicious attackers may perform security 

attacks or insert compromised nodes into networks for damaging the security of 

HWSNs. Therefore, mutual participant authentication [6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 

17, 18, 19, 22, 24, 26] in HWSNs is an important security issue and it prevents 

unauthorized participants from accessing services provided by HWSNs. 

A number of user authentication schemes in hierarchical sensor networks have been 

proposed. Das proposed an efficient two-factor user authentication scheme (2009) [2] based 

on easy-to-remember passwords and smart cards. However, Das's scheme cannot freely 

change its password and Khan-Alghathbar's scheme [5] showed that Das's scheme is insecure 

against BS-node bypassing attacks and privileged-insider attacks. Later, Das's scheme has 
                                                           
§
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attracted a lot of attention and several two-factor user authentication schemes with session 

key agreement have been proposed in He, et al., (2010) [4], Li, et al., (2011) [9], Yeh, et al., 

(2011) [25], and Das, et al., (2012) [3]. 

In this paper, we analyze the security weaknesses of one most recent dynamic password-

based user authentication scheme with smart cards for HWSNs proposed by Das, et al., [3]. 

Das, et al., claimed that their authentication scheme is secure against various known attacks 

with dynamic nodes addition and is suitable for some practical scenarios. However, we find 

that Das et al.'s scheme still has other security weaknesses such as disclosing of the secret key 

and failing to prevent user clone attack [20]. In order to prevent these security weaknesses, 

we would like to propose a simple countermeasure that not only prevents security threats but 

also can provide several functionalities compared with other related schemes. 

This paper is organized as follows. A review of Das, et al.'s authentication scheme is 

described in Section 2 and we elaborate on the weaknesses and security pitfalls of their 

scheme in Section 3. In Section 4, we propose an improved version of dynamic password-

based user authentication scheme in HWSNs. We follow a security analysis of the proposed 

scheme with our conclusion in Section 5. 

 

 

Figure 1. The architecture of a hierarchical sensor network (HWSN) 
 

2. A Review of Das, et al.'s Authentication Scheme 

In this section, we review Das, et al.’s password-based user authentication scheme [3] and 

their scheme is mainly composed of five phases, pre-deployment, registration, login, 

authentication and password change. Moreover, their scheme is composed of four roles, base 

station ( BS ), sensor node ( iS ), cluster head in the j-th cluster ( jCH ), and User ( iU ). For 

convenience of description, terminology and notations used in the paper are summarized in 

Table 1. 

Sense field 

User 

: Cluster head 

: Sensor node 

: Base station 
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2.1. Pre-deployment Phase 

Before deployment of cluster heads and sensor nodes in a target field, the setup server 

assigns 
jCHID  and 

iSID  to cluster head jCH  and sensor node iS , respectively. Next, the 

setup server assigns a master key 
jCHMK  for each jCH  and 

jCHMK  is only shared between 

jCH  and BS . Similarly, the setup server randomly selects a master key 
iSMK  for each iS , 

which will be shared with BS  only. Finally, the setup server loads (
jCHID  , 

jCHMK ) into 

the memory of each cluster head jCH  and (
iSID  , 

iSMK ) into the memory of each sensor 

node iS . 

 

Table 1. Notations 

iU  User 

BS  Base station 

iS  Sensor node 

jCH  Cluster head in the j-th cluster 

iID  Identity of user iU  

iPW  Password of user iU  

jCHID  Identifier of cluster head jCH , where mj 1  

iSID  Identifier of sensor node iS  

jCHMK  A unique master key for each jCH  

iSMK  A unique master key for each iS  

xT  The current timestamp generated by entity x 

)(/)( MDME KK  Encryption Decryption of data M using key K based on AES [1] 

sX  A secret key maintained by BS 

AX  A secret key shared between user and base station 

⊕ XOR operation 

(.)h  A secure one-way hashing function 

||  Data concatenation 

 

2.2. Registration Phase 

(R.1) iU  selects iID  and iPW , computes )||( ii PWyhRPW   and sends iRPW  and iID  

to BS via a secure channel, where y  is a random number only known to iU . 

(R.2) BS  computes )||( sii XIDhf  , )||( Ai XRPWhx  , )||( xyhri   and 

)||()||( Aisiii XRPWhXIDhxfe  , where sX  is only known to BS  and AX  is 

shared between iU  and BS . 
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(R.3) BS  selects m  deployed cluster heads with m key-plus-id combinations 

}1|),{( mjIDK
jCHj  , where )||||( sCHiMKj XIDIDEK

jjCH
 . 

(R.4) In order to replace some compromised cluster heads after the initial deployment in the 

network, BS  computes another 'm  key-plus-id combinations }'1|),{( mjIDK
jmCHjm 

  

for dynamic node addition phase, where )||||( sCHiMKjm XIDIDEK
jmjmCH 

 .  

(R.5) BS  stores (.),,,,, herXyID iiAi  and 'mm key-plus-id combinations 

}'1|),{( mmjIDK
jCHj   into a tamper-proof smart card. 

 

2.3. Login Phase 

(L.1) iU  inserts smart card into card reader and enters iPW . 

(L.2) The smart card computes )||(' ii PWyhRPW  , )||'(' Ai XRPWhx   and 

)'||(' xyhri   and verifies whether ii rr ' . If it does not hold, the scheme terminates. 

Otherwise, the smart card proceeds with the remaining steps. 

(L.3) The smart card computes )||'( 1TxhNi  , where 1T  is system's current timestamp. 

(L.4) iU  selects a cluster head jCH  from HWSNs and the smart card computes a ciphertext 

message )||||||||( 1TeNIDIDE iiCHiK jj
, where jK  is the encrypted master key of jCH . 

Finally, iU  sends the login request message )||||||||(|||| 1TeNIDIDEIDID iiCHiKCHi jjj
 

to BS  via a public channel. 

 

2.4. Authentication Phase 

(A.1) BS  computes )||||( sCHiMK XIDIDEK
jjCH

  and uses K  to reveal 

)||||||||( 1TeNIDID iiCHi j
 by computing  ))||||||||(( 1TeNIDIDED iiCHiKK jj

. 

(A.2) BS  verifies whether retrieved iID  and 
jCHID  are equal to received iID  and 

jCHID . 

If these hold, BS  further checks the validity of 1T . If 1T  is valid for the transmission delay, 

BS  computes )||( si XIDhX  , XeY i  , and )||( 1TYhZ   and verifies whether 

iNZ  . If it holds, BS  accepts iU ’s login request. Otherwise, BS  rejects iU ’s login 

request and the scheme terminates. 

(A.3) BS  computes )||( 2TYhu   and )||||||||||||( 21 iCHiMK eXTTuIDIDE
jjCH

 and sends 

the message )||||||||||||(|||| 21 iCHiMKCHi eXTTuIDIDEIDID
jjCHj

 to the corresponding 

cluster head jCH . 

(A.4) jCH  decrypts )||||||||||||( 21 iCHiMK eXTTuIDIDE
jjCH

 by using its own 
jCHMK  and 

checks whether retrieved iID  and 
jCHID  are equal to received iID  and 

jCHID . If these hold,  
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jCH  further checks the validity of 2T . If 2T  is valid for the transmission delay, jCH  

computes )||( Aii XRPWhXeu   and )||)||(()||( 22 TXRPWhhTvhw Ai  and 

verifies whether uw  . If it does not hold, the scheme terminates. Otherwise, iU  is 

authenticated by jCH  and jCH  computes a common session key 

)||||||( 1TeIDIDhSK iCHi j
 . Finally,  jCH  sends an acknowledgement to iU  and BS  

responds the query data to iU . 

(A.5) After receiving the acknowledgement from jCH , iU  computes the common session 

key shared with jCH  using ,,,1 jCHi IDIDT  and ie  as )||||||( 1TeIDIDhSK iCHi j
 . 

Finally, iU  and jCH  will use SK  for securing communications in future. 

 

2.5. Password Change Phase 

(C.1) iU  inserts smart card into card reader and enters iID , old password iPW  and new 

password 
new

iPW . Then, the smart card computes )||(*

ii PWyhRPW  , 

)||( *

1 Ai XRPWhM   and )||( 12 MyhM  . 

(C.2) The smart card verifies whether irM 2  holds or not. If it does not hold, this phase 

terminates. Otherwise, the smart card proceeds with the remaining steps. 

(C.3) The smart card computes )||(13 sii XIDhMeM  , )||(4

new

iPWyhM  , 

)||(' 4Myhri  , )||( 45 AXMhM  , ))||||(()||(' 53 A

new

isii XPWyhhXIDhMMe  . 

(C.4) Finally, the smart card replaces ir  and ie  with 'ir and 'ie , respectively.  
 

3. Secret Key Disclosure Attack on Das, et al.’s Authentication Scheme 

In this section, a compromised cluster head jCH  can derive BS ’s secret key sX  and use 

it to reproduce many accounts for multiple non-registered users, where '1 mmj  . We 

assume that a legal user iU ’s smart card is stolen by jCH  and the 'mm  key-plus-id 

combinations }'1|),{( mmjIDK
jCHj   which are stored in iU ’s smart card can be 

extracted by launching power analysis attack [21], where )||||( sCHiMKj XIDIDEK
jjCH

 . 

By using jCH ’s master key 
jCHMK , jCH  can easily reveal )||||( sCHi XIDID

j
 by 

computing ))||||(( sCHiMKMK XIDIDED
jjCHjCH

. Thus, the system secret key sX is 

successfully derived by a compromised cluster head jCH . 

Upon revealing sX  from jK , jCH  can use it to reproduce a fake account for non-

registered user aU . Then, the user clone attack can be launched by performing the following 

steps: 

Step 1:  jCH  selects a non-registered identifier aID  for aU   and computes 

)||( saa XIDhf   and aaa xfe  , where ax  is a meaningless value. 
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Step 2: jCH  computes a key-plus-id combination ),(
jCHj IDK , where 

)||||( sCHaMKj XIDIDEK
jjCH

 . 

Step 3: jCH  stores (.),,, hxeID aaa  and one key-plus-id combination ),(
jCHj IDK  into 

aU ’s smart card. 

During the login phase of Das et al.'s scheme, aU  can use the clone smart card to forge a 

ciphertext message )||||||||( aaaCHaK TeNIDIDE
jj

, where )||( aaa TxhN   and aT  is 

aU ’s current timestamp. aU  can make a valid login request to masquerade as a legal user by 

sending )||||||||(|||| aaaCHaKCHa TeNIDIDEIDID
jjj

 to the base station BS . Finally, 

aU ’s login request will pass the verification and the base station is not aware of having 

caused weakness. 

 

4. The Proposed Scheme 

To overcome the security attacks mentioned in Section 3, we propose an 

improvement on Das, et al.'s authentication scheme in this section. In our proposed 

scheme, we adopt a one-way hashing function (.)h  into the key-plus-id combinations 

jK . The pre-deployment, login, and password change phases are the same as those in 

Das et al.'s scheme. The main differences in the registration and authentication phases 

are briefly described in the following subsections. 

 

4.1. Pre-deployment Phase 

This phase is the same as Das et al.'s authentication scheme.   

 

4.2. Registration Phase 

(R.1) iU  selects his/her identity iID , the password iPW  and a random number y . Then, 

iU  computes )||( ii PWyhRPW   and sends yRPWID ii ,,  to BS  via a secure channel.  

(R.2) Step R.2 is the same as Das et al.'s scheme. 

(R.3) BS  selects m  deployed cluster heads with m  key-plus-id combinations 

}1|),{( mjIDK
jCHj  , where ))||||(||||( sCHiCHiMKj XIDIDhIDIDEK

jjjCH
 . Note 

that one-way hashing function protects sX  against disclosure. 

(R.4) In order to replace some compromised cluster heads after the initial deployment 

in the network, BS  computes another 'm  key-plus-id combinations 

}'1|),{( mmjIDK
jmCHjm 

  for dynamic node addition phase, where 

))||||(||||( sCHiCHiMKjm XIDIDhIDIDEK
jmjmjmCH 

 . 

(R.5) BS  stores (.),,,,, herXyID iiAi  and 'mm  key-plus-id combinations 

}'1|),{( mmjIDK
jCHj   into iU ’s tamper-proof smart card and issues it to iU . 
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4.3. Login Phase 

This phase is the same as Das, et al.'s authentication scheme.  

4.4. Authentication Phase 

After receiving the login request message 

)||||||||(|||| 1TeNIDIDEIDID iiCHiKCHi jjj
 from iU , BS  performs the following steps. 

(A.1) iU  computes ))||||(||||( sCHiCHiMK XIDIDhIDIDEK
jjjCH

  and uses K  to reveal 

)||||||||( 1TeNIDID iiCHi j
 by computing  ))||||||||(( 1TeNIDIDED iiCHiKK jj

. 

(A.2) iU  verifies whether retrieved iID  and 
jCHID  are equal to received iID  and 

jCHID . If these hold, BS  further checks the validity of )||||( sCHi XIDIDh
j

 and 1T . If 

)||||( sCHi XIDIDh
j

 and 1T  are valid, BS  computes  )||( si XIDhX  , XeY i   and 

)||( 1TYhZ   and verifies whether iNZ  . If it holds, BS  accepts iU ’s  login request. 

Otherwise, BS  rejects iU ’s login request and the scheme terminates. 

(A.3/A.4/A.5) Step A.3, A.4, and A.5 are the same as Das et al.'s scheme. 

 

4.5. Password Change Phase 

This phase is the same as Das, et al.'s authentication scheme. 

 

4.6. Security Analysis of the Proposed Scheme 

To prevent secret key disclosure attack by a compromised cluster head,  sX  is hashed 

to )||||( sCHi XIDIDh
j

 when the base station computes. According to the attributes of 

one-way hash function [23], deriving )||||( sCHi XIDID
j

 from the given value 

)||||( sCHi XIDIDhY
j

  and the given hash function (.)h  is computationally infeasible. 

Therefore, a compromised cluster head cannot successfully launches an off-line sX  

guessing attack on it to obtain BS ’s secret key from the value )||||( sCHi XIDIDh
j

 

because the security of secret key sX  depends on hash function and the bit length of 

|| sX  is large enough. 

 

5. Conclusions 

In this paper, we showed that Das, et al.'s authentication scheme is vulnerable to secret key 

disclosure attack and this weakness is due to the fact that the system secret key is not 

appropriately protected into 'mm  key-plus-id combinations. To enhance the security of 

Das et al.'s authentication scheme, we adopt a hash function to resist our proposed attack. 

Compared to Das et al.'s scheme, the overhead of one hashing computation for each key-plus-

id combination is negligible, especially in view of the level of security the authentication 

scheme offers. Finally, the proposed scheme not only keeps the original advantages but also 

improves the security of HWSNs. 
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